
2017 IJF Rule Changes Summary 
2017.1.24 R.J. Celotto 

1. Men and women contest duration will be four 
(4) minutes. 
2.  Only Waza-ari, Ippon or, Hansoku-make will 
decide a contest. 1 - 2 Shido does not affect result 
except in Golden Score (GS). *
3.  There will only be ippon and waza-ari.
4.  The value of waza-ari includes those given for 
yuko in the past.
5.  The waza-ari do not add up. Two waza-ari are 
no longer the equivalent of Ippon.
6.  Immobilizations (Osaekomi): Waza-ari - 
10-19.9 seconds, Ippon - 20 seconds.
7.  Hansoku-make results now from three shidos, 
instead of previously four.
8.  The third shido becomes Hansoku-make.
9.  The tori will be allowed more time to engage 
a kumi kata (grip) and set up a real throw as long 
as there is Positive Action . The time frame will 
no longer be “immediate”.
10.  There is still a difference between normal 
(orthodox)) and not-normal (unorthodox) kumi 
kata.  You allow the normal kumi kata to go as 
before. The time frame for non-combativity
(20-30 seconds) has not changed.
In case of unorthodox kumi kata (belt, two hands 
same side, cross back, one hand, pistol grip, 
pocket grip, etc.) more time (3-5 seconds
/U.S. ≈3 seconds) is allowed as long as a positive/
progressive effort is made to set up for a real 
throw. 
11.  Defensive attitude with normal or 
unorthodox grips (kumi kata) shall be penalized 
after 3-5 seconds.
12.  Anti-Judo (Running away, extreme 
defensive action against the spirit of Judo) shall be 
penalized with Hansoku-make.
13.  Leg grabbing/block, shall be penalized 
first by shido and secondly by Hansoku-make.
14.  In the case where there is no score(s), or 
scores are equal, the contest will continue in GS.
15.  Any scores and/or penalties from the 
regular contest will remain on the score board.
16.  The decision in GS is made by the 
difference of a score or shido.  (E.g. If both have 
2 waza-ari each, and blue has a shido, during GS 
if white gets a shido, the contestants are now equal 
and the GS contest continues until another shido
is given, or a score is awarded, or Hansoku-make 
is given.
17.  The Bridging action from a throw shall 
be penalized with Hansoku-make. The 
competitor loses this contest, but can continue in 
the competition if applicable. This is done 
instead of calling Ippon, as was done in the past. 
18. During a throw if the uke falls backwards 
onto both elbows simultaneously to prevent 
landing on his/her back, this action shall be 
deemed dangerous and a score of Waza-ari shall 
be called.
Falling on one elbow to prevent landing on the 
back or side shall be considered a valid defense 
and no score shall be given if none of the side or 
back impacts the mat. 
19. Kaeshi waza:  the first competitor landing 
on his/her own body (Kaeshi action) with no, or 
lack of transfer of control or transfer was too late 
will be considered as thrown.  If a score should 
be given, it will be assigned. 
-In the case where the two athletes land together 
and control is not clear, no score will be given. 
-If an action is started by a competitor after the 
initial landing (Kaeshi-waza), this action will not 
be counted.
-Any action after landing will be considered as a 
Ne-waza action. 

20. The competitors shall arrange their Judogi 
and Obi quickly  between Matte and Hajime. 
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